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Software Development in a big company feels like…

How we want it to be like…
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Desirability – Transition from hardware-centric to software-driven vehicles
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The ongoing change in the 
vehicle’s E/E architecture 
require stronger 
collaboration between 
entities.

This collaboration is 
enabled by joint software 
development in the cloud.

Legacy

Distributed 
E/E Architecture

Domain independent 
“(Central) Vehicle 
Control Computer” with 
potential “Zone ECUs”

Increasing number 
of vehicle functions 
in the cloud

Domain overlapping
“Cross-Domain Control 
Units” / “Cross-Domain 
Computer”

Domain-specific 
“Domain Control Units”/ 
“Domain Computer”

Each function has its 
ECU (“Function-Specific 
Control Units”)

Future:

Vehicle-Centralized 
E/E Architecture

(Cross-) 
Domain Centralized 
E/E Architecture

Vehicle Computer

Vehicle Cloud
Computing

Domain Fusion 

Domain 
Centralization 

Integration

Modular

Functional Integration

Cloud

Optional ECUs e.g. Central Gateway
Performance ECUs e.g. (Cross-)Domain CU
state of the art automotive ECUs (function-specific) Domain-specific Zone ECUs e.g. todays Door ECU

Domain-independent Zone ECUs
Sensors/Actuators
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Internal survey – BOSCH SWE are ready for great achievements
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▶ Software engineers (SWE) want 
to focus their “brainpower” on 
feature development that serve 
customer needs.

▶ SWE intrinsically strive for 
efficiency. Re-use of ideas and 
solutions is seen as viable and 
highly beneficial.

▶ Automation is absolutely vital 
and is easily possible in a purely 
digital environment.

▶ But...

„I want to work as 
efficiently as 
possible.“ #5

“Why would someone run a repository 
update in the middle of a week? It 
takes half a day. In this time I can't 
update my stuff. This is bothering 

me.” #17

„As a software 
engineer I am 
motivated to 

contribute.“ #3
„I am eager to learn. That is my 

philosophy. “ #11

„I want to do something that 
nobody has done before. “ #5

„I would immediately sign 
that colleagues would like to 

share. “ #9

“…you can share almost 
everything as binary 

depending on the OS.” #17

"We are very proud to say that we 
have a common tool chain in our 

division." #12
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Internal survey – BOSCH SWE feel to be slowed down
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▶ Development infrastructure today is 
causing friction: tools don’t work 
together seamlessly; and product 
development oftentimes is separated from 
infrastructure development.

▶ Processes are perceived as chains 
holding SWE back.

▶ Accidental flow of information tends to 
result in island solutions. There is a 
strong need for more and institutionalized 
exchange of knowledge.

▶ The transition from a command and 
control structure to an agile environment 
is ongoing.

„Many developers see 
processes as a scourge.“ #3

„We somehow adhere to the 
given processes.“ #8

„One often does not find out what 
the cause of the process description 

is.“ #1

“Processes won’t match to 
everyone. They should be 

modular.” #18

„The central process just 
doesn't fit the DevOps agile 

working mode.“ #8

“There are two problems: Lack of 
information and information 
buried deep somewhere.” #17

„Agile working methods are already 
established, but we still have difficulties.“ 

#16

„I cannot combine my 
favorite tools.“ #17
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Internal survey – BOSCH SWE demand a solution
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▶ We, the SWE of BOSCH, require a platform that 
▶ ... provides a modern cloud-native software development environment aiming for automation / Cx
▶ ... a user-friendly access via dashboard and self-service management
▶ ... a machine-friendly access via open / modular / extensible APIs
▶ ... provides ready-to-use tools for professional software development (base services)
▶ ... offers pre-configured alternative tools (on-demand services)
▶ ... allows the plug-in of existing tools and APIs (bring-your-own service)
▶ ... ensures 24/7 support
▶ ... is compliant to security and other standards
▶ ... offers re-use of existing solutions (e.g. toolchains) provided by other parties
▶ ... allows multi-party including 3rd-party software development 
▶ ... aims for no downtime infrastructure updates

▶ The platform should not
▶ ... prescribe tools (but recommend if requested)
▶ ... ensure business unit specific process compliance, “out of the box ASPICE”
▶ ... offer customer-specific CI/CD pipelines (but offers standard workflow templates)
▶ ... take responsibility for the bring-your-own-services (but takes full responsibility excluding application / tool)
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Three views to achieve the target
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▶  A desirable solution, one 
that our customer really 
needs

▶ A feasible solution, building 
on the strengths of our 
current operational 
capabilities

▶ A profitable solution, with a 
sustainable business model
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Desirability – Customers face challenges in Automotive Software Development
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OEMs require a platform to 
▶ increase speed
▶ reduce cost
▶ gain flexibility  

in software sharing models
with Bosch and further
development partners
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Feasibility – Combining the best of two worlds 
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Business Goal
t/o w/ OEMs

Condition
Process 

conformity    
(e.g. ASPICE)

Characteristic
bi-directional 
traceability of 

features

Business Goal 
t/o w/ 

non-OEMs

Condition
Modern SW 
methodology

Characteristic
Automation Cx 

w/ modern 
tools
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“We bridge the gap between current 
process-driven software development and 
state-of-the-art development methodology.”
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Feasibility – Example PoC: Linking tools and systems
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Source: M/NET, link

https://sites.inside-share.bosch.com/sites/083268/_layouts/15/WopiFrame2.aspx?sourcedoc=/sites/083268/Documents/Demonstrators/BBM_SW_Dialog_demo_proposal.pptx&action=default
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All on your own “Cabin in the woods”
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Interior fittings

Useful rooms

Decoration

Functional requirements

With IaaS “Build in the city” With PaaS “Build in a gated community” With SaaS “Rent a furnished apartment”

MaintainanceSecurity

Non functional requirements

Reachability
Food and water

procurement
Lighting

Non functional requirements

Reachability
Food and water

procurement
Lighting

Non functional requirements

MaintainanceSecurity

Non functional requirements

Interior fittings

Useful rooms

Decoration

Functional requirements

You manage

Interior fittings

Useful rooms

Decoration

Functional requirements

MaintainanceSecurity

Non functional requirements

Interior fittings

Useful rooms

Decoration

Functional requirements

Reachability
Food and water

procurement
Lighting

Non functional requirements

MaintainanceSecurity

Non functional requirements

Reachability
Food and water

procurement
Lighting

Non functional requirements

Example for IaaS to SaaS Service owner manages
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Viability – Focus on Platform as a Service and Integration
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Cloud
infrastructure

Cloud
platforms

Cloud 
applications

iPaaS

SaaS

PaaS

IaaS

live 2019: Workflow engine
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 Bosch Future Software Development Ecosystem

import platform from TOP99

great_software = hassle_free_development() {
try { 

platform.setup(devEnvironment)
platform.fulfill_process()
developer.code()

} catch(problem) {
TOP99.handle(problem)
}

}

 

Precondition
Goal

Your 
favorite 
tools

Automated 
processes

We handle the 
bad stuff for 
you

# Hassle-free development: Focus on writing great software

You code

Vision as Code
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 Shaping a Software Development Ecosystem at BOSCH
Architecture Big Picture
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Thank you!

Robert Lock
Mobile +49 172 6588353
Robert.Lock@de.bosch.com https://www.linkedin.com/in/robert-lock-540237a4/


